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HEALTH CARE REFORM 

Changes to watch for in disability 
and absence management
Employee leave continues to undergo change and become increasingly 
complex. Although several regulations, such as the Family and 
Medical Leave Act (FMLA) and Americans with Disabilities Act and 
Amendments Act (ADA/AA), have been in place for several years, 
legal interpretation and application are subject to ongoing clarification. 
Meanwhile, regulatory initiatives under the Affordable Care Act 
(ACA) are still unfolding.
At the same time, new state and local leave laws emerge on a regular 
basis, largely because of societal demands related to work-life balance 
and workplace flexibility. In early 2016, Vermont became the fifth 
state to enact a paid sick leave law, joining one county and 20 U.S. 
cities. Other initiatives are pending and several are expected to pass. 
Even as this article goes to press, information may become outdated.
Paid leave is also part of the 2016 U.S. presidential campaign; and 
changes at the federal level too are ongoing. Last year, President 
Obama signed an executive order that requires certain federal 
contractors to provide up to seven days of paid sick leave annually. 
Trends to watch
It is therefore essential that office managers keep up to date on 
employee leave as it affects their medical practices and staff.

™

PRODUCTIVITY

Resolving employee conflict
Q: Two members of my staff don’t get along with each other—at all. 
The constant bickering and other childish behavior have me at my wits’ 
end. Sometimes I feel like I’m an elementary school teacher as opposed 
to a manager. This isn’t what I signed on for, and it’s really affecting my 
attitude toward the job. Any suggestions you can offer will be appreciated.
A: Employee conflict is a major source of frustration for managers, 
and a major time suck. Research shows that managers spend at least 
25 percent of their time resolving workplace conflict. This equates to 
approximately 500 hours per year. Not a very good use of your time or 
the practice’s salary dollars, is it?

(continues on page 3)

(continues on page 11)
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Managing the Gen X/Y employee
By Lynne Curry, Ph.D, SPHR
If you heard a male employee say “Yo, dude!” to a female 
employee you’d think the comment (check your choice):

 F Inappropriate;
 F Insulting;
 F Affectionate.

Please complete the following sentences:
 k Patience is a    .
 k Good things come to         .

If you checked “inappropriate” or “insulting” or wrote “virtue” or 
“those who wait” you clearly aren’t a Gen Y manager or employee. 
If, however, you checked “affectionate” and wrote “mistake” and 
“those who play” you either understand or are Gen Y.
The differences in values our differences make
Most of us raised in the Traditionalist (1922 to 1943) or Baby 
Boomer (1944 to 1964) eras stumble when we find ourselves 
managing Gen X (1965-1980) and Gen Y (1981 to 2000) 
employees. The differences? Traditionalist managers expect 
loyalty, practicality, work ethic and respect for authority from 
our employees. Those 80 million Baby Boomers born after 
World War II grew up believing in the American Dream. They 
believed that rewards come to those who deserve them, that hard 
work pays off and that the good guy wins and the bad guy loses 
by the end of the movie. Gen X and Y employees view authority, 
respect, rules and even right and wrong differently.
What Traditionalist or Baby Boomer managers need to learn, and 
learn fast, are the concrete differences in Gen X and Y employee 
thinking patterns. Once we learn those, we have the framework we 
need to effectively manage them as employees.
Gen X
Gen Xers have a sense of immediacy and impatience natural to 
those raised in an era of rapid change and instant replay television. 
Unlike their parents, they rarely stay with an employer for more 
than three years. Says researcher Bruce Tulgan in Managing Gen 
X, “Before turning 30, Gen Xers are likely to have one pretty good 
job (maybe two); one pretty bad job (maybe two); at least think 
about dropping out of the rat race for a while (and maybe do it); 
at least think about going back to school (and maybe do it); and at 
least think about starting a business (and maybe do it).”

(continues  on Page 5 )

Insight

The Medical Office Manager column Insight can be found at our 
website, www.medicalofficemgr.com. Aimed at helping you manage 
your medical office, it features advice and, yes, insight from experts.
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Employers are continually expanding both tactical 
and strategic programs.
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Terri Rhodes, CEO of the Disability Management 
Employer Coalition (DMEC), a non-profit 
association dedicated to disability and absence 
management, provides insight into several trends 
managers should watch for in 2016 and beyond.
Paid Leave: a national issue. “If paid family 
and sick leave were issues in 2015, they will 
be the issues of 2016,” Rhodes says. “More 
large employers will follow the likes of Netflix, 
Facebook, Microsoft, Adobe, Apple, Amazon, and 
other leading companies to implement or expand 
their own leave policies. And there will be even 
more efforts to pass paid leave laws in cities and 
states, including Washington, D.C. and Maryland.”
Rhodes also notes that the Democratic presidential 
nominee will seek to build on FMLA and make 
paid federal leave a significant campaign issue. Any 
changes to laws will have implications for small 
businesses as well as large employers.
And the implications could be far-reaching. 
“This means more complex process management, 
heightened compliance demands, and increased 
public attention to organizations that come under 
legal or other scrutiny,” Rhodes says.
ADA administration drives increased 
partnering. Another trend, according to Rhodes, 
has to do with the ADA.
“As with FMLA, more employees than ever are 
aware of their rights under the ADA,” she says. “As 
a result, growing numbers of employers will look to 
their current short-term disability (STD), long-term 
disability (LTD) insurance, and FMLA partners to 
help them manage the ADA process.” 
Rhodes notes that there are tools and resources, 
including automated software systems, to help 
employers manage the accommodation requests 
and processes associated with ADA. “These tools 
are increasingly cost effective,” she says.
Workforce well-being moves front and center. 
Rhodes also sees greater focus on workforce well-
being. “The Affordable Care Act has given a large 
and sustained push to preventing illness,” Rhodes 
explains. “This directly impacts the absence and/or 
disability that accompanies those illnesses.” 
As a result, benefits like gym memberships, which 
used to be viewed as “nice perks” are now viewed 
as tied to well-being and seen as tool to help control 
health care costs. 

Going forward, Rhodes foresees a great emphasis on 
behavioral health as part of workplace well-being. 
“Depression and other mental health issues are 
increasingly recognized as topics of major concern 
when it comes to employee well-being. Attention 
given to these areas brings lower health-related 
costs, including those related productivity,” she says.
Steps employers are taking 
A survey conducted by DMEC finds employers 
are taking a number of approaches to leave 
management, in order to meet challenges posed by 
changing laws. These include:
Program outsourcing. More employers are 
outsourcing leave management, and vendor 
satisfaction is increasing. Outsourcing requires 
process and program reviews, which generally lead 
to changes that produce efficiencies and greater 
legal and regulatory compliance. 
More staff. Employers have added staff and 
resources to more effectively manage leave. This 
enables them to focus on more complex aspects 
of intermittent leave, regulatory variations, 
enforcement, and abuse.
Centralization. Policies are becoming 
more uniform and more centrally organized. 
Centralization of information and resources enables 
employers to better prepare for U.S. Department of 
Labor (DOL) and Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission (EEOC) inquiries.
Technology. Employers are increasingly using 
automated systems for FMLA management. This 
has led to additional investment in technology to 
upgrade and integrate time and attendance, payroll, 
and HR systems. 
Strategic focus. Employers are continually 
expanding both tactical and strategic programs. As 
leave has increasing legal, reputational, and hiring 
and retention dimensions, programs increasingly 
involve additional departments and are tied to 
strategic business goals. 
“Leave is a social, legal, political, and strategic 
business issue,” says Rhodes. “Employers 
increasingly view leave this way, and are hiring staff, 
investing in technology and partner relationships, to 
effectively manage it and all forms of absence.”  

(Changes in disability and absence management, continued from page 1)
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INSIGHT
Office talk can be tough to tackle
By Steve M. Cohen 
No matter how distracting, office gossip is 
something that no manager will ever completely 
eradicate. Like other human foibles, it’s too 
ingrained in our systems. That doesn’t mean you 
should ignore it or let it dominate your workplace.
Office gossip is increasingly dangerous to many 
workplaces, including medical offices. It’s not 
that people do it more or are more prone to 
harmful dialogue. But with email, text, and social 
media, the potential for surreptitious and harmful 
communications is easier than ever.
Like “mean girls” (or boys) in junior high school, 
some people don’t seem to be able to keep 
themselves from spreading dirt on someone else. 
The psychological reasons for this are many and 
too complex for this blog, but it’s not unusual for a 
truly committed gossip to engage in an intense and 
focused campaign for deep-seated personal reasons, 
including reasons about which they are unaware. 
Even if they tend to select as victims those who 
appear different from the group, or those who 
appear easy to separate from others, their deepest 
motivations are often inside themselves.
Regardless, gossip today can be more difficult 
because it seldom occurs around the proverbial 
water cooler, where at least it was somewhat 
easy to identify. In today’s world someone can 
send a text or social media post from his or her 
desk while appearing hard at work. Here’s why it 
matters. Regardless of how it happens, gossip is a 
big productivity suck. First and foremost, if you’re 
gossiping and thinking about gossip, you’re not 
working. It’s a distraction of the first order.
But there’s more. Even at its best, gossip is usually 
negative. It’s one thing to text about your weekend 
plans, another to spread negative, even hateful 
rumors about the person in the next cubicle. The 
impact can be horrific for others, including but not 
limited to the target. One of the most widespread 
forms of harmful office stress is the kind created 
by such situations, even for seemingly unconnected 
third parties. Working in an environment filled with 
vitriol is proven to have negative impact.
Then you can have the formation of office 
cliques. People may overtly or covertly refuse to 
cooperate with people who aren’t in their group. 

Before long, you’ll feel like an elementary school 
playground supervisor. It can get worse, however. 
The continuation of such scenarios may open the 
office to serious liability. Increased workers’ comp 
costs, increased absences, loss of good employees, 
and even lawsuits or fines relating to discrimination 
and harassment are possible. What can you do? 
First, keep office communications open. A frequent 
target of much office gossip will be you and overall 
management. By keeping people informed as much 
as possible, you’ll minimize the human tendency to 
share rumors. As they say, nature abhors a vacuum. 
Stopping this kind of gossip help set the right tone.
The organization is also well within its rights to create 
and enforce policies regarding communications. 
Encourage employees to discuss issues they may have 
with a coworker and to approach you or a supervisor 
if they cannot resolve the issue. Staff members 
should understand that it’s counterproductive to an 
efficient office to create or repeat rumors and office 
gossip. Let them know that gossip can wound human 
beings and hurt the office. Employees have a right to 
communicate, but not to attack. In the worst instances, 
you may need to use termination. In some cases, it 
might be tempting to remove the target of gossip, but 
I strongly recommend against it barring other reasons. 
Although some gossips can be good workers, they’re 
often at heart bullies. If you let them have their way, 
you’ll probably have more trouble going forward.
While examining your policies, you may need to 
formally prohibit negative and malicious gossiping 
and spreading rumors as part of your code of 
conduct. You may also need policies on instant 
messaging, emailing, and blogging. It’s legal 
to prohibit employees from making statements 
about your organization, their coworkers, and 
your customers, competitors, agents, or partners 
that could be considered harassing, threatening, 
libelous, or defamatory. Having these rules “on the 
books” makes it far easier to deal with a problem 
when it arises. None of this is guaranteed to solve 
all of your problems, but a little planning can go a 
long way to minimize an old challenge.
Steve M. Cohen, Ed.D., CMC is President/Partner 
of Labor Management Advisory Group, Inc. and 
HR Solutions: On-Call, both based in Kansas City, 
MO. For more information, visit www.laborgroup.
com or call (913) 927-0229.
The above information is shared by a guest contributor 
and does not necessarily reflect the views of Medical Office 
Manager.  
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According to a recent Gallup study, job satisfaction of 
the Gen Xers surveyed increased from 70 to 84 percent 
when they received training.
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Gen Y
Gen Y employees (1981 to 2000) refuse to do the 
“what” until they hear the “why”. Raised by teachers 
and parents who allowed them to freely speak their 
minds, these employees can drive managers crazy 
with questions such as “why should I believe you?” 
and “why do I need to do it that way?”
Techno-literate Gen Ys grew up with IM (instant 
messaging) and watched the Gulf War fought 
on television screens in their own living rooms. 
Stimulus junkies, they want instant feedback, rapid 
results, immediate compensation and often have 
a stronger connection to the Internet than to their 
supervisors.
For these employees job security is an oxymoron 
and a dollar reward today outweighs fifty at the 
end of the year. Raised in large part by television, 
video games and their peers, these employees want 
to live now because they don’t know what the 
future holds. Further, they’ve seen the bad guy get 
away with it too many times to buy into the starry-
eyed innocence of “all this and more can be yours 
someday if you work hard and fly right.” Thus 
managers can’t easily stir their emotions with rah-
rah motivational pep talks nor expect them to be 
deeply saddened by verbal warnings.
Because they’ve witnessed a President shade the 
truth to get out of trouble and heard endless stories 
from their parents about Dilbert-style managers, 
Gen Ys consider most rules negotiable and refuse 
to treat those in authority with fear, reverence or 
even respect.
At work, Gen Y employees need jobs that offer 
excitement as well as a paycheck. As one Gen Y 
manager said, “If you can’t keep your Gen Y employees 
engaged and interested, you can’t keep them.”
Managing Gen X and Y employees
Given these realities, what does it take to motive a 
Gen X or Y employee? First, don’t expect loyalty. 
For Gen X and Y, employment is an opportunity/
money relationship. If you can, break free from 
using only hourly or salary wage compensation and 
pay based on results. For incentives, consider short-
term bonuses that reward exactly what you want to 
see. As example, you might bring donuts for those 
early to work, surprise those still working diligently 
late Friday on a holiday weekend with movie 

tickets or reimburse an occasional lunch for those 
who always return to their work station within their 
allocated lunch hour.
Second, given their desire for independence and 
flexibility and irreverence toward authority, don’t 
micromanage Gen X or Y employees or hope them 
to accept your commands at face value. Instead, 
figure out how to help them self-manage. Further, 
don’t take their skepticism or questions personally. 
Instead, assume these employees possess a mental 
microchip that filters out instructions they don’t 
accept and realize that employees of all ages 
benefit from hearing reasons when given rules and 
assignments.
Third, give them technology and training—so 
they won’t feel staying with your company equals 
losing ground in their careers. According to a recent 
Gallup study, job satisfaction of the Gen Xers 
surveyed increased from 70 to 84 percent when 
they received training. Further, 80 percent of Xers 
stated that training availability was a “major factor 
in choosing a new job.” If your company hasn’t 
yet realized the full benefits gained from moving 
headfirst into the technology age, turn your Xers 
and Ys loose on this project and you motivate them 
and benefit your company simultaneously.
Fourth, make your workplace interesting and 
engaging through participation, forward movement 
toward goals and competitive-based rewards. 
You’re competing with video games, the Internet 
and other employers for your workers’ attention. 
Fair? Perhaps not. Reality? Yes.
Lynne Curry, Ph.D. is President of The Growth 
Company, Inc. and founder of www.bullywhisperer.
com™ and www.workplacecoachblog.com. For law 
firms, Lynne provides staff training, expert witness 
work, team-building, mediation; investigations, and 
partner facilitation. She’s the author of four books, 
including Beating the Workplace Bully (AMACOM, 
2015/16).
The above information is shared by a guest contributor 
and does not necessarily reflect the views of Medical Office 
Manager.  

(Managing the Gen X/Y employee, continued from page 2)
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Your paid Membership to Medical Office Manager also includes 
full Premium Member access to MedicalOfficeMgr.com where 
you can access hundreds of searchable articles to help you be a 
better medical office manager. You can find out how to handle 

virtually any challenge you face in your office. You can also 
download hundreds of ready-to-use policies, forms, checklists, 

and many other practical “working tools” to make your job easier. 
Plus, you can stay up-to-date on the latest news, check out our new 

Job Board, gain valuable insight and help from leading medical 
office experts, and much more! 

If you do not yet have a username and password just call us 
NOW at 888-729-2315. One of our friendly Customer Service 

reps will quickly get you set up with unlimited access to the 
leading website for professional medical office managers. 

Don’t wait. Call today!

Join Us on MedicalOfficeMgr.com TODAY! 
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INSIGHT
Pregnancy discrimination: 
don’t let good intentions get 
you in trouble
By Paul Edwards 
Chances are, you would never intentionally 
discriminate against a pregnant employee, and your 
doctor(s) and team probably feel the same way. But 
it can be easy to unintentionally discriminate. When 
it comes to pregnancy discrimination lawsuits, the 
road to court is usually paved with good intentions.
Do all practices need to worry about 
pregnancy discrimination?
Basically, yes. While the federal Pregnancy 
Discrimination Act applies to employers with 15 or 
more employees, many states have their own laws 
that extend protections to employees at smaller 
businesses. Pregnancy discrimination lawsuits 
against employers of all sizes are common—and 
almost no other type of lawsuit is so easy for the 
employee and her attorney to win.
To make matters more complicated, pregnancy 
discrimination protections aren’t just something 
you have to worry about only during an employee’s 
pregnancy. They also apply beforehand, when 
an employee is trying to become pregnant, and 
afterward, for any medical condition or situation 
related to pregnancy or childbirth.
Baby-bumps in the road: 
what counts as discrimination?
You probably know that you can’t fire or retaliate 
against an employee for any reason related to her 
pregnancy. It’s also illegal to force her to take leave, 
whether paid or unpaid, or make accommodations 
that she didn’t ask for, even if you’re concerned 
about her health (or your liability). Take these well-
meaning employer statements:

“I gave you fewer morning shifts on next month’s 
schedule, in case you’re not feeling well.”
“I’m going to need a doctor’s note before you can 
work. I know you said it’s okay, but I just want to 
make sure your doctor approves first.”
“I think it’ll be easier if we have you sit up front 
and handle patient intake until the baby is born.”

That’s correct – unsolicited by the mother, these 
can count as discrimination. But if the employee 
makes any of these requests herself, you may very 
well need to comply.

Making accommodations without 
discrimination
Your legal obligation is to treat pregnancy and 
pregnancy-related conditions or circumstances like 
you would any other temporary disability, which 
includes making reasonable accommodations—when 
requested, or if she’s stated that she’s having difficulty.
See the double-edged sword here? If a pregnant 
employee requests an accommodation and you 
grant it, that’s fine. But if you indicate that you 
have decided something on behalf of her and her 
child, then that is pregnancy discrimination.
The final word: hers, not yours
Be warned, this is just the tip of the iceberg when 
it comes to safely navigating employee pregnancy. 
For one thing, you need language in your employee 
handbook and job descriptions that properly 
address any toxins in the workplace pregnant 
employees need to be aware of. You’ll want to have 
an HR expert review your maternity/parental leave 
policies, as well.
Paul Edwards is the CEO of CEDR Solutions 
(www.cedrsolutions.com), the nation’s leading 
provider of customized medical employee 
handbooks and expert HR support for practices of 
all sizes and specialties. He can be reached at 866-
414-6056 or pauledwards@cedrsolutions.com.
The above information is shared by a guest contributor 
and does not necessarily reflect the views of Medical Office 
Manager.  
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Telemedicine expected to grow at faster 
rate than previously projected
According to a new market research report available at Market Research 
Store, a source for industry reports, telemedicine and telehealth programs 
will become a $45.4 billion industry by 2021. 
In 2014, it was estimated to be a $1.5 billion dollar industry. 

There are a number of reasons why such exponential growth is projected. 
First and foremost, individuals are taking a more vested interest in their 
health. Second, the proliferation of smartphones and tablets has made 
technology accessible to the general public, making it a more convenient 
solution for those without the time or access to other forms of care.

Telehealth programs present a technological solution to help individuals 
and families find practical health care solutions for smaller, minor health 
issues before they become a greater problem. 

Typically, telehealth members pay a small fee each month, which grants 
them access to a board-certified doctor via phone or the Web. The doctor 
can speak with the individual to learn more about his or her symptoms 
and medical history and determine the best course of treatment. The 
doctor can usually also provide a prescription, so the individual can avoid 
a trip to the doctor.

According to Health E Choices, a provider of telehealth services, these are 
among the reasons patients are embracing telemedicine:

 � Whatever the reason for being unable to get to a doctor, a patient 
can gain access to a state licensed, board-certified doctor in a timely 
manner through telehealth programs.

 � Monthly fees for telehealth services are generally less expensive than a 
copay, making telehealth an affordable solution.

 � Doctors affiliated with telehealth programs can provide needed 
prescriptions and diagnose non-critical issues to lead patients to 
adequate treatment.

Telemedicine and telehealth services are another way technology is 
changing the health care industry.  
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TECHNOLOGY
When patients can’t get into 
the doctor’s office, but need 
medical attention
Telehealth offers options for patients who seek 
medical attention for common ailments but can’t 
get in to see a doctor. Recognizing the need, and the 
opportunity, health care providers are increasingly 
embracing telehealth.
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts’ members 
can now use their smartphone, tablet or computer 
for a real-time, secure telehealth visit with a doctor 
or therapist. For eligible members, telehealth is 
offered through the Blue Cross provider network 
and through the national medical network 
associated with its technology partner, American 
Well, an independent company.
“We live in an on-demand world. Many people are 
used to using their phones for just about anything. 
The new telehealth benefit helps members see 
a doctor when they want, where they want, and 
receive the expert information they need,” says 
Pat Gilligan, executive vice president of Sales, 
Marketing and Product at Blue Cross. “We are 
trying to make the health care experience easy, 
convenient, and affordable. It’s all about putting 
our members first.”

How it works
Whether it’s after hours or a patient doesn’t feel 
like getting out of bed, that patient can see a doctor 
from the comfort of home. It’s easy as well as 
convenient and can help avoid unnecessary trips 
to the emergency room. According to experts, a 
telehealth visit is simple and secure.
Members can check with their medical practice to 
see if it uses telehealth or use Blue Cross’ Find a 
Doctor Tool to see which providers offer telehealth. 
The new benefit expands Blue Cross’ use of 
telehealth. Earlier this year, Blue Cross began 
offering telehealth nurse care managers. The 
program resulted in rave reviews from both 
members and clinicians.
Lisa Johnson, a Blue Cross member, uses telehealth 
with the nurse care management team. The team 
works with her to regulate her blood sugar and 
improve her diet. She uses Blue Cross’ application 
on her cell phone to connect with the team every few 
weeks to update them on her doctor visits and labs. 

“Telehealth makes it easy for me to connect with 
my care team, who have caring hearts and are 
concerned about my health. They are encouraging 
and uplifting; they make me feel like extended 
family. My condition has definitely improved since 
I began using telehealth, and I would definitely 
recommend it to friends and family,” says Johnson.
Direct pay members and all employers who 
are insured by Blue Cross Blue Shield of 
Massachusetts will have this benefit automatically, 
and it will be an option that self-insured employers 
can choose for their employees.
According to Blue Cross, telehealth is most 
commonly used for cough, sinus infection, sore 
throat, pinkeye, cold, flu, depression, anxiety, in-home 
medication management (local providers only), and 
post-surgical follow-up (local providers only).  
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RISK MANAGEMENT
8 steps to quickly and (almost) painlessly creating an employee 
handbook tailored to your medical office
Writing an employee handbook from scratch can 
be a daunting task. Where do you start? What do 
you include? And how are you going to find time 
to write the thing? It’s tempting to set the job aside 
and wait until work slows down a bit. Of course, if 
you wait for the perfect time to write, it’s unlikely 
that you will actually do it at all. So we’re here to 
help you get the project started.
Writing coach Daphne Gray-Grant understands 
how intimidating that blank piece of paper can be. 
She suggests breaking the process into small steps

Prepare more, write less
When tackling a writing project, Gray-Grant 
suggests that 40% of your time should be spent on 
preparing to write, 20% on actually writing, and 
40% on rewriting or revising. Which is why, of the 
eight steps below, only one of them is on writing.

Step 1: Understand why you’re 
doing this
Of course, in order to do anything well, it’s 
important to understand the reason behind the 
task. Gray-Grant points out that a good employee 
handbook will:

 k ensure your employees are treated fairly and 
consistently,

 k help your office meet your business goals,
 k leave room for you, as manager, to use your 
discretion, and

 k reduce legal claims relating to inconsistent or 
discriminatory treatment.

Keep these objectives in mind when planning and 
writing the handbook. 

Step 2: Don’t reinvent the wheel
There are some topics that should be included in 
almost every handbook, such as:

 k an introduction, including the purpose of the 
handbook,

 k a message from the managing physician,
 k the practice’s history,
 k the practice’s vision, mission, values, and goals,
 k a code of conduct,
 k a non-competition agreement,
 k a confidentiality agreement,

 k a telecommuting policy,
 k a dress code,
 k details about employee benefits,
 k time-off-work policies ,
 k a policy regarding computer and Internet use,
 k conflict resolution procedures,
 k a workplace bullying policy, and
 k an harassment policy.

(Note: You’ll find models for several of these in the 
Tools section of www.medicalofficemgr.com.)

Step 3: Customize your content
Now you want to address topics unique to 
your office. For example, if severe weather 
conditions are a reality in your region, are there 
communication procedures staff members must 
follow in case of a storm? Are there parking issues 
that require explanation? Or security issues? Are 
visitors permitted in the workplace?
To customize your employee handbook, Gray-
Grant suggests you borrow a trick used for decades 
by technical writers and creative writers alike: the 
mindmap.
As Gray-Grant explains, the beauty of a mindmap 
is that it allows you to be free of the constraints of 
an outline. It helps you develop topic ideas unique 
to your office and allows for your culture’s voice.
Here’s how to do it.
Sit down with a blank piece of paper and a few 
colored pencils or highlighters. Turn the paper 
horizontal and in the center of it write: What do 
employees working at our office need to know?
Now let the right side—that is, the creative side—of 
your brain take over. Circle the central question a 
few times and maybe even retrace it. Then, without 
stopping to think, draw a line from the question and 
write the first word that comes to mind. Circle it. Go 
back to the central phrase and draw a line and write the 
next word that comes to mind. Circle it. Go back to the 
central phrase and continue drawing lines outward 
to different words or phrases that come to mind.
When a word you write sparks another closely 
related idea, draw a line from that word to the new 
word. Keep branching out.

http://www.lawofficemgr.com/category/tools/policy-bank/
http://www.medicalofficemgr.com/
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Do this as fast as you can. If a word doesn’t come 
to mind, keep circling the central phrase or the last 
word you wrote. You can even doodle something 
that the word triggers. The idea is to keep your 
hand moving and to not overthink.
The words or phrases can be anything related to 
your central phrase—it can be information about the 
clients, physician quirks, special events that your office 
observes, coffee preferences, time-saving billing tricks 
that you want staff to use, whatever. Keep drawing 
lines and bubbles from each related thought.
As you mindmap, you’ll notice that words or 
phrases are leading you to a larger topic you hadn’t 
considered. For example, perhaps you jot down 
something about the importance of prompt replies 
to customers or a physician’s preference that 
patients be addressed by Mr. and Ms. instead of 
their first names. If so, you might realize the need 
to include a section in your handbook on patient 
service best practices. These revelations will come 
to you suddenly. And when you recognize these 
connections, you’ll feel a shift—what Gray-Grant 
calls the “aha moment.” You’re ready to write.
You might feel a little self-conscious or uncomfortable 
through this process. That’s understandable. You’re a 
professional. But what this exercise does is allows 
you to identify seemingly random associations that 
you normally wouldn’t consider.

Step 4: Delegate what you can
Once your mindmap has helped you identify the 
topics to include in the handbook, you can choose 
to either write the whole thing yourself or, better 
still, assign portions of it to others in the office. 
The benefits of delegating portions of the handbook 
are twofold: first, it frees you up to oversee the 
project and, second, it gives other members of 
the office an opportunity to take ownership of the 
project, leading to a greater chance of staff buy-in. 
But, of course, you want to ensure that you have 
a cohesive handbook that is written clearly and on 
time. To achieve that, Gray-Grant suggests you:
1. Give small jobs to many people,
2. Assign a person a subject he or she is 

personally interested in,
3. Specify the word count,
4. Include the deadline in the subject of the email,
5. Start with a fake deadline, and
6. Send a reminder a week before the due date.

By the way, don’t be concerned about assigning 
a task to a busy colleague. Says Gray-Grant, “It’s 
a paradox, but it’s been shown that busy people 
usually get more done.”

Step 5: Write!
Remember, only 20% of this project is writing. 
But for many people, that’s the hardest part of all. 
The trick is to not expect perfection the first time 
through. In fact, Gray-Grant suggests that for your 
first draft, you drop that expectation completely and 
embrace what she calls the “crappy first draft.” 
“If your first draft doesn’t need to be perfect, you’ll 
be able to write in about half the time you normally 
take,” says Gray-Grant. “Writing a crappy first draft 
means you don’t have to edit while you write.”
Here are some techniques to get the first draft started:

 k Turn on a timer for 20 minutes and do not allow 
yourself to do anything other than write until 
the timer goes off.

 k Turn off your monitor or drape a towel over the 
screen. Why? Those angry red squiggly lines 
beneath typos and fragmented sentences can be 
very distracting. Typing blind will encourage 
you to just write and not edit as you go.

 k Now mindmap again. This time, make your 
central phrase a topic, say, dress code. And when 
you reach the “aha moment,” stop mindmapping 
and start writing. Fast. Write down everything.

 k When you get stuck on something that requires 
more information, don’t stop writing to do your 
research. Instead, write yourself a series of notes to 
look into when you’ve finished this writing time.

Step 6: Revise and Edit
Once you have produced your rough draft, you can 
focus on the editing and rewriting stage.
“Instead of just editing once, I advise passing 
through your draft many times, looking for and 
repairing specific problems,” says Gray-Grant.
She suggests you look for:

 k Sentence length. “Ideally, your average should 
be somewhere between 14 and 18 words. It’s 
perfectly okay—desirable, even—to have some 
38- and 41-word sentences. But these need to 
be balanced by some super short ones”;

 k Unnecessarily complicated words;
 k Unnecessary words ;
 k Clichés;
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YOUR CAREER
Do you have ‘fatal’ thinking flaws?
In a 10-year study, involving hundreds of interactive 
creative problem-solving sessions, business strategist 
and innovation coach Matthew E. May gave over 
100,000 professionals a thought challenge far less 
complex than their routine business problems.
Results? Not only did less than 5 percent arrive at 
the best and most elegant solution, but the solutions 
given were remarkably similar. 
“It’s uncanny,” May says. “No matter where I went 
or who I gave the problems to, the results were 
eerily homogeneous. The evidence I’ve collected 
points to seven observable thinking flaws...glitches, 
if you will. It’s not brain damage, it’s the human 
hard-wiring that comes from deeply grooved 
thinking tracks formed over time. The good news 
is there are techniques, tips, and tools used by the 
world’s top minds to overcome those fatal flaws.”
May was working as a full-time advisor to Toyota’s 
U.S.-based corporate university in 2005 when he 
first began to notice repetitive thinking patterns 
preventing business professionals from arriving at 
the best answer. 

“I did not set out to conduct a long-term 
psychological study,” he says. “Using a couple of 
different business-thought exercises, as icebreakers, 
we were surprised by how many people failed to 
solve the problem(s), and by the repetitive nature of 
thinking and behavior patterns.” 
May left his consulting gig with Toyota in 2006, 
but kept using thought exercises in workshops, 
seminars, and speaking engagements all over the 
world. After a decade, he discovered that there are 
seven observable problem-solving patterns that can 
block our best thinking. They include:
1. Leaping to solutions that simply don’t work 
2. Fixating on old ideas to the point of suffering 

tunnel vision 
3. Overthinking problems to make them worse 
4. Settling for obvious but inferior solutions 
5. Backing off goals just to declare victory 
6. Automatically dismissing the ideas of others 
7. Self-censoring

May shares techniques for avoiding these “fatal” 
flaws in his book, “Winning the Brain Game” 
(McGraw Hill, May 2016), drawing on interviews 
with innovative thinkers in the world as well as his 
experience in coaching individuals and teams.  

 k “Spend one pass reading aloud and check the 
rhythm of your prose. If it sounds clunky then 
rework it until it sounds better,” says Gray-Grant. 
“Even corporate prose needs to be rhythmical.”

“This may sound like a lot of work,” she says, 
“but most of these edits, or ‘passes’ as I like to call 
them, are actually pretty easy.”

Step 7: Protect the practice
Remember, there are some legal considerations you 
need to be mindful of when putting together the 
employee handbook. For example, it could appear 
to be creating a contract between the office and 
an employee. The language used in the handbook 
might reduce your ability to manage employees or 
it might not protect the office adequately against 
employment-related claims. Also, the language 
used might appear to show favoritism to certain 
employees or discriminate against other employees.
“Don’t let these concerns hinder you,” says Gray-
Grant. “Just be sure to have your employee handbook 
properly reviewed by an employment lawyer.”

You’ll also want to include a disclaimer in your 
handbook stating that the handbook is intended to 
offer only policies and guidelines and is not to be 
construed as a contract or an implied contract.
This disclaimer should be reiterated on the 
acknowledgement of receipt that you have each 
employee sign and date and then placed in the 
employee’s personnel file.

Step 8: Submit the handbook for approval
Once you have a workable draft, it’s time to submit 
the handbook for approval. But, says Gray-Grant, 
don’t call it that, if you want to keep the feedback 
manageable and the project moving along. “Call 
this stage ‘fact-finding’ instead of ‘approval’ and 
find a senior champion who is willing to lead a 
small group of people in the signing off process.”

Conclusion
Don’t expect to produce a comprehensive Employee 
Handbook right away. Start small, suggests Gray-
Grant, and remember: “First drafts don’t have to be 
perfect. They just have to be written.”  
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And that’s only the impact on the manager. From 
an employee standpoint, a work environment 
rife with conflict likewise results in frustration, 
and this frustration results in job dissatisfaction, 
disengagement, and potential turnover.
That turnover also has financial repercussions. The 
cost of replacing an employee is approximately 1.5 
to 2 times the employee’s salary and benefits, when 
you factor in recruitment expenses, on-boarding 
costs, and lost productivity.
Needless to say, resolving employee conflict is a 
managerial must.
But how do you do this? A wide range of 
personalities, points of view, and approaches to 
tasks make conflict almost a given, don’t they?
Perhaps. Yet, fortunately, you have tools at your 
disposal to help alleviate conflict: office policies, 
job descriptions, and performance appraisals.
Here’s how to leverage these tools.

Office policies
If, for example, you have a policy about patient 
billing and collection, insert a statement similar to 
this: Staff members will work together as a team 
for billing efficiency and maximum success in 
collection.
A modified version of this sentence will work in 
other policies as well, including a policy for patient 
scheduling and appointments.
When appropriate, you may choose to get more 
specific, as in: The receptionist will work closely with 
medical staff to ensure timely patient scheduling and 
attention to patients keeping their appointments.
When inserting these kinds of statements, give 
some thought to points of staff conflict (and your 
pain points) and try to address them.
Once you make changes to policies, distribute the 
revised policies to staff members, with the changes 
highlighted. You should include an introductory 
email, stating that staff members are required to 
comply with office policies.

Job descriptions
At the same time, take a look at the job descriptions 
for the various positions in your office. These 
documents should include individual tasks, as 
well as overlapping responsibilities and areas the 
position supports.

For example, the receptionist’s job description may 
include a statement like this: Support medical staff 
by ensuring timely patient scheduling.
The billing clerk, on the other hand, could be 
responsible for providing the receptionist with 
invoices for mailing. The description for that 
position would then read: Provide receptionist with 
invoices on a weekly basis. 
At the same time, the receptionist’s job description 
would read: Receive invoices from the billing clerk 
and mail within one business day.
What you’re doing is providing a map for 
tasks, holding people accountable, and avoiding 
confusion that leads to conflict.

Performance appraisals
Now that you have policies that define what should 
be done and how, as well as job descriptions that 
detail responsibilities, you have tools for measuring 
job performance.
When you meet with a staff member to discuss 
performance, you can point to these documents 
and emphasize the necessity of following them. 
Similarly, any counseling about workplace behavior 
should be done in the context of policies and job 
descriptions. 
Although you might wish to address a staffer’s 
personality traits, by keeping it professional you’ll 
keep the focus where it belongs: on doing the job. 
The message, when delivered properly, will come 
across loud and clear. Staff members may not 
always like one another, but they will work together 
in harmony because their jobs depend on it.  

(Resolving employee conflict, continued from page 1)
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HIRING
Top 10 oddball interview 
questions
Job candidates must be prepared for anything 
during an interview, according to Glassdoor, the 
transparent jobs and recruiting marketplace.
The company therefore combed through hundreds 
of thousands of interview questions shared by job 
candidates over the past year to compile its annual 
list of the Top 10 Oddball Interview Questions.
Here are the questions selected.

1. Asked at Space Exploration Technologies. 
“When a hot dog expands, in which direction 
does it split and why?”

2. Asked at Whole Foods Market. “Would you 
rather fight one horse-sized duck, or 100 duck-
sized horses?”

3. Asked at Dropbox. “If you’re the CEO, what 
are the first three things you check about the 
business when you wake up?”

4. Asked at Urban Outfitters. “What would the 
name of your debut album be?”

5. Asked at J.W. Business Acquisitions. “How 
would you sell hot cocoa in Florida?”

6. Asked at HubSpot. “If I gave you $40,000 to 
start a business, what would you start?”

7. Asked at Trader Joe’s. “What would you do if 
you found a penguin in the freezer?” 

8. Asked at Boston Consulting Group. “If you 
were a brand, what would be your motto?”

9. Asked at Delta Air Lines. “How many 
basketballs would fit in this room?”

10. Asked at Uniqlo. “If you had $2,000, how 
would you double it in 24 hours?”

Although oddball questions may seem pointless, 
answers can actually be more telling than the 
straightforward type of interview questions most 
employers use, notes Donna Fuscaldo in her 
Glassdoor article “Why HR Should Consider 
Asking Oddball Interview Questions.”
Yet, even though oddball questions may show how 
a candidate thinks on his or her feet, it is advisable 
not to ask too many of them—or you may come 
across as an oddball employer.  

from MOM’s toolbox

Model Guide: Behavioral interview questions
Why you need this guide: 
When interviewing job candidates, it’s essential to ascertain 
whether they have the knowledge and skills required for the 
position.
How this guide helps you: 
This guide provides open-ended questions to ask candidates—
allowing for answers that will provide the insight you seek.
How to use this guide:  
Organized alphabetically by topic area, this guide contains questions 
to use when interviewing candidates.

Enter 1001 in the Quick Links box at 
www.medicalofficemgr.com to download this 
Model Policy, or, if you are reading the digital edition, 
click here to download.
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